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As you light your separate candles, you honor your separate selves: your uniqueness and your autonomy. This candle represents the light of your being: your special talents, needs, visions and gifts – all that makes you who you are, you honor with this flame. As you blend your flames to light the third candle, you celebrate the power of separate lights to ignite a common flame of passion and commitment, and to come together as one. From every human being there rises a light that reaches straight to heaven. And when two souls are destined to find one another, their two streams of light flow together and a single brighter light goes forth from their united being. The Zohar, an ancient book of Jewish Teaching, tells us that true oneness is possible only when we unite male and female, first within ourselves, then between ourselves. It is then that our divinity is made manifest and we create the world anew. May the world the two of you create this day be one of truth and light, happiness and honesty, joy, purpose, and peace.
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